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ABSTRACT
Assuming the ”random ground” model, it 
is easy from direct considerations 
regarding frequency to calculate with 
considerable accuracy the 3pectra of 
ground clutter and moving targets0
The harmon?.cs generated by an envelope 
detector are shown to have power which 
is always less than a few percent of 
the power In the fundamental«
The use of the measured harmonic content 
In determining the relative amplitude 
of moving targets and ground return is 
described«
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CONFIDENTIAL 1
In Interpreting experimental observât .Lons in which 
clutter and signals aro analysed in terms of frequency it is 
convenient to use a theory which works directly x ith frequency,, 
Ths usual approach is . more indirect one which uses the auto­
correlation function» the frequency method is nually ..voided 
. because of the unmanag 'able complexity caused by non-linear 
devices such as the envelope detector* However he errors 
caused by the envelope detector are usually smal', and frequency 
analysis lias the advantage of being more Intuit! ely under­
standable than Is the approach through, auto-eorr lation*
In calculating the clutter spectrum ons divides the 
Illuminated patch on t a  ground Into n regions, ach with its 
mean frequency « T-ie ''beating*1 of each region with ©ach of 
tna othe* regions prod ices the audio frequency flutter spectrum* 
A moving target signal "beats" with each frequency region in 
the ground patch producing the moving target sip ¡al«
Let V be the velocity of the aircraft and Jf bn the 
angle between \T and the direction of some ground target Lllu«- 
minated by the radar beam® The radial velocity of the target 
with respect to tne aircraft Is V cos $ * A cone of half
angle X with its axis along 1 intersects level ground In a 
hyperbola s r  + h2 = (2 tan if ) 2 , as shown in Pig. 1.
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Fig. 1
Locus of points on plan© which have 
Constant Doppler Shift
Aircraft velocity is V, Altitude * h # 
above plane
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All points on this hyperbola* since they lie on the cone of 
constant (  9 have the same radial velocity toward the airplane0 
Therefore they all have the same doppler shift with respect to 
the transmitted frequency* For any given V and h, one can draw 
a family of hyperbolas one for each value of ¿T * The radar 
beam illuminates a patch of ground, and these hyperbolic lines 
divide it into strips, each with its own average doppler fre~ 
quency. The reflected power from any strip is proportional to 
the power illuminating it if one assumes the ground to be 
covered with small randomly distributed seattarsrso The r0fo 
signals from each strip beat with the r»f* signals from each of 
the other strips causing the low frequency clutter noise 
observed at the second detector of the radar. One can consider 
the signal from each strip to be a band of noise passed by a 
narrow square filter* cf the same width in frequency. A "band* 
or ’’line” of noise defined this way has the mean frequency of 
the filter, and a corrc lation time = 0 Two noise lines
beating with each other will produce a signal which is also 
noise, since it has a frequency spread and finite correlation 
time«
The simple theory described here replaces each strip, 
bounded by lines of constant X 9 and by the radar pulse length, 
with a narrow band of noise whose power is calculated from the 
integral of the antenna pattern along the strip, and whose fre« 
quency is equal to the average frequency characte -istic of the 
strip.
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For the case where the slant range to the illuminated 
patch is several times the altitude of the aircraft* the lines 
of constant jf are very nearly radial, as shown in Fig. 2. The 
relative velocity, A V  of any two points separated by A ' f xs 
A V  r- V sini h i  o If V is in miles per hour then the frequency 
difference A f between the two points is A t  « 29 V sin^A^ 
for x»band radar© The general shape of the clutter spectrum 
can be seen by supposing the illuminated patch in Fig. 2 to be 
divided into n sections, Each section ivill give equal power 
since we are hers assuming the beam to give uniform illumination 
over h i  0 If a square law. detection system detects the beat 
frequency between each pair of noise lines, one calculates a 
triangular shaped audio frequency spectrum also shown in Fig. 2* 
If S f is the frequency difference between adjacent lines, it is 
clear that there are (n-1) pairs contributing tc the output audio 
frequency at 6 f, (n**2) pairs at 26 f , etc., and finally only 
one pair at frequency (n~l)«£f. Since the different pairs 
contributing to any one frequency have only a short time 
coherence, one adds power to get the long time behavior, and 
hence the triangular clutter spectrum. For a rigorous analysis 
of this case see Lawson and Ulhenbeck.“
A more realistic situation is shown in Fig. 3 where 
the antenna pattern is taken into accounts, Also., a moving target 
is assumed to be present in the Illuminated patch» If it Is not 
accelerating, it produces a sharply defined frequency, and in
/
# Jo L© Lawson, and G. !£•> Ulhenbec’k, 11 Threshold Signals**,
MeGraw Hill, N.Y© p. 62«,
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Pig, 2 Ground clutter spectrum for low altitude aircraft* The radar beam is assumed 
to be uniform in azimuth over A 9 and the ground is assumed to be uniformly reflecting.
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H.F* Doppler Shift of Target and Clutter
Pig. 3 Frequency spectra of uniform ground clutter. 3° beam, Y « 20°, V * 120 mph
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beating with each part of the ground clutter, allows accurately 
tne shape of the clutter spectrum* Thus, moving targets act 
like carrier signals to isolate the actual clutter spectrum 
from the inter-clutter modulation* In Fig* 3 we assumed that 
the ground Is uniform!ly covered with small seatterers, randomly 
distributed in range* If one large scattering unit is located 
in the illuminated patch, it will produce an extra large signal 
at the particular frequency characteristic of its azimuth*
The low frequency clutter spectrum can be calculated 
by the convolution of the spectrum revealed by the moving target, 
provided on® is using a power detection system* Suppose, however, 
that the detection system produces harmonics, as is the case with 
the envelope detector* Even for this case the moving target 
signal should display the shape of the clutter spectrum with 
little distortion, since all harmonics are at very different 
frequencies irom the iundamental moving target frequency, and 
do not contain much power* These harmonics}though small can 
be observed, and as will be shown later, are useful in determining 
the relative size of the moving target signal compared to the 
clutter* Even when calculating the shape of the low frequency 
clutter spectrum due to the beating of the clutter with itself, 
the harmonic-producing effects of the envelope detector are not 
large, and can usually be negleetecu
The potentialities are considerable for the use of 
frequency analysis to Increase azimuth resolution for "off the 
ground track” viewing*
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For example consider a coherent x-band radar in a
600 mph low altitude aircraft, looking off the ground track 
at an angle of 30 degrees© One samples and "box* cars" one 
pulse length, say 0el microseconds» If the radar beam is 
20 degrees wide in azimuth, the relative radial velocity be­
tween targets at the edges of the beam is 3000 eps©Ii -the fre­
quency bins that can be analysed are 10 cps wide (i.e., a 
point target beating with the coherent transmitter in the non« 
accelerating aircraft will produce a signal which, when analysed, 
is 10 cps broad at half power}« Thus there are 300 distinct 
frequencies in 20 degrees of azimuth® The angular resolution 
is (20/300) 56 l/l5 degree® At four miles the illuminated ground 
patch is effectively only 25 feet in azimuth and 50 feet in 
range® Resolution of this type might be very useful in certain 
problems, particularly the search for standing targets® 
Unfortunately this system produces an error in 
azimuth whenever a target is moving since one actually measures 
only range and doppler frequency® The relation between doppler 
frequency and azimuth is known only if the relative radial motion 
of the target is known©
VJe now turn to an analysis of the demodulation process 
in more detail, particularly the problem of harmonic content® 
Suppose that two point targets at the same range are 
moving toward a fixed radar with radial velocities and Vg
This system is described in more detail in CSL report No® 19«
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respectively. The difference in frequency is so small (the 
order of 10-^  ops) compared to their mean frequency (10^ cps) 
that for the duration of one pulse ( ^  10^ " cycles) the two 
reflections appear to have the same frequency0 Thus they add 
coherently, the resultant amplitude and phase being given by 
simple vector addition as in Fig. a« Since pulses are viewed 
only once per repetition period, the relative phase of the two 
vectors of amplitude and A2, changes by fixed amounts each 
time a reflection is received« The envelope of the res ultant 
r«,f. pulse, A, is given by means of trigonometric identities as,
A 35 Aj^+Ag 2 A ^ 2  cos j (1)
Note that A^, i.e®, the power level of the resultant pulse, 
has a purely sinusoidal variation at the beat frequency 
This is the reason why a square law detector is so easy to use 
when calculating frequency spectra® Due to the presence of the 
square root, however, the envelope, A, contains all the 
harmonics of the beat frequency« These harmonics are very 
small when A2 ^  < A^ (or vice versa)© This Is intuitively 
evident by imagining that A~ Is a small rotating vector, A 
then varies in an almost purely sinusoidal manner at the fre­
quency of rotation of A£ with respect to A^0 However, if 
Ag “ A^, A is clearly not varying in a sinusoidal manner« 
However, the power present in the harmonics is quite small, 
as will be shown later,,
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If one makes a Fourier series expansion of 
A = (ax2+ a22)-/~~1 + a oos t * W = 0 r 0 2 t a = 2a ia2
Ax2+a 22
for the case where a - X (i.e., the two vectors A-^  and
are equal in magnitude) the first harmonic has only 1/5th the
amplitude and l/25th the power of the fundaméntalo
Fourier analysis for several values of*'l were carried 
out by numerical integration, and the Kaclaurln expansion was 
used for a<-al, yielding the curve in Fig* So"" Thus* if one 
measures the ratio of fundamental to first haimonie, the rel­
ative amplitudes of the two contributing vectors can be in­
ferred —  providing, of course, that the only significant 
source of non-linearity in the system Is in the envelope 
detector0
Since one Is actually measuring the doppler beat 
signals (fundamental plus harmonics) by means of samples taken 
once each pulse recurrence period, one has to correct the 
observed signal amplitudes, by the factor — e 
( x = TT tf inhere t = the pulse recurrence period, and f is the 
audio frequency being observed)« This reconstructs the true 
values of the sinusoidal modulations of the pulse amplitude, 
(ioQoj the act'ual modulation that would be obser/ed with a 
very high pulse recurninoe frequency)«
* The authoY'is indebted to Mr* W 0 C« Pro the for the calculation 
of the curve in Fig* 5o
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and Ag are defined in Pig* l|A*
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Due to the curious effects of sampling, the hamonics 
can occur in unexpected places. For example, if the fundamental 
occurs at 700 cps and the pulse recurrance frequency is 1700 cps, 
one finds the first harmonic at 300 cps (ie0, II4.OO cps below 
1700 cps).
The experimental observations show that for moving 
targets on the ground track the measurement of the ratio of 
fundamental to the first harmonic yields ratios of k j /  k% which 
are in agreement with the direct measurements. For this system 
it was known that there wore no other sources of non-linearityA
except the second detector«
We now consider the case of three moving targets 
returning signals at frequencies^ ^ ^ 9  and603. The envelope 
A of the sum of the throe signal.s is,
A
(Ai2+A22+A/  )
'6 1 +
2A]A2
A-. 2+Ay2+A-i2
i .  V
COS (^ > ^-^2) ^
•4* Zk^k-s3____
a 12+a22+a 32
cos {¿/1-p-cD3) t + 2A^A^
Al2+A22+A32
cos (^ 2,”
(2)
If any one of the three amplitudes Aj , Ap or is several
times larger than either of the others, the sum of the cosine
tJ**j*Y$terms (which we call x) is less than one, and the Maclaurin
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expansion is fairly accurate,
+A2c+A
A
There are three fundamental beat frequencies observed in the 
envelope voltage, A*
The power in the audio signal voltage, A, at the 
beat frequency
Thus in calculating the low frequency spectrum ue to the 
different "lines'1 of the clutter noise beating f. x>ng them­
selves, one calculates the convolution of the power spectrum 
of.the original clutter, divided by*the total power* This
A * 1 +
A1  2 + a 2 24*a */:
2
+ ..____ COS i60 I  -  ) t
2 2 ?
A1 +a2 +a3 (W
Wo define / Z » ate., and F s
the power in the audio signal at (¿0 . Is ’c P-^P^/P*
*8-9
10,
\ .process does not tali'© account of the first harmonic terms 
caused ,by the x^ term in ( 3 )» but these terms are small as can 
be seen from the following considerations«
Using the expansion (3) where x is the sum of the 
cosine terms in (2) we calculate the ratio of fundamental to 
first harmonic power for two special cases:
Harmonic Content in Envelope Detector
A, A-
Maximum 
value of x
total power in the three funda­
mental frequencies
1 2 3 total power in the six fra« 
quencles in the 1st harmonic 
region
3 1 1 0 e U5 2200
2 1 1 0.8 U2
0 1 1 lo 0 2f> (calculated from 
exact Fourier 
analysis)
Thus* it is plausable that the harmonic content of the
beat frequency produced by any pair of vectors is less tnan a 
few percent irrespective of the magnitude of the third vector*
All this is true for pure signals of cor start; amplitude*, 
but what can be said in the case of lines of noise which act 
like pure tones only for a time shorter than their correlation 
time? Thus9 A£ and might be two lines of noise in the clutter 
spectrum* and A j could be all the other noise in, the spectrum«
: ONFTDENTTAJL 1 8 -1 0
1 II
The bread band of no is 6 represented by A, takes runny different 
values during the correlation time of the narrow lines A£ and A 
However* tends to have values near its mean valuer and is 
near zero infrequently Thus we expect a maximum of only
a few percent of the a clio power in the harmonici© In any case 
we have as yet found no experimental evidence that any pair of 
signals gives 1st harmonic power In excess of of the power 
in the fund&raental• Ti e closest case we observed was one 
moving .target whose di■octly measured modulation was 6$% and 
which had of the audio power in the first ha inonic0
